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Inverse scattering theories are available that permit tomographic reconstruction of the complex-valued
refractive index distribution of weakly scattering objects from knowledge of intensity measurements. These
imaging methods are valuable in applications that involve high-frequency optical wavefields, in which direct
wavefield phase measurements can be difficult experimentally. The so-called in-line holographic imaging
geometry has been well-studied, in which two measurements of the forward scattered wavefield intensity are
acquired on distinct parallel detector planes that are perpendicular to the direction of the illuminating wave-
fields. In this work, based on the principles of intensity diffraction tomography, a reconstruction theory for
off-axis holographic tomography with diffracting scalar wavefields is developed and investigated. A distinct
feature of the method is that, at each tomographic view angle, the object is illuminated by use of two plane
waves that propagate in different directions. The intensities of the forward scattered wavefields are measured
on a single detector behind the object. This permits the direction of the probing wavefield to be varied for
acquisition of the necessary measurement data, rather than the detector placement as required by conventional
in-line holographic methods. The developed image reconstruction method is validated and investigated by use
of computer-simulation studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffraction tomography �1–3� �DT� is a linearized inverse
scattering technique for determination of the three-
dimensional �3D� complex-valued refractive index distribu-
tion of weakly scattering objects. The physics embodied by
DT reconstruction theory is relevant to a wide range of im-
aging problems that can be described mathematically by a
scalar Helmholtz equation. Applications of DT imaging
arise, for example, in optics �4–6�, coherent x-ray imaging
�7�, geophysics �8�, and acoustics �9,10�. In conventional DT
methods, an object is illuminated by a time-harmonic scalar
diffracting wavefield, and the amplitude and phase of the
forward scattered wavefield are measured on a plane behind
the object. In high-frequency applications, such as arise in
optics or coherent x-ray imaging, this aspect of DT is unde-
sirable because the wavefield phase can be difficult to mea-
sure experimentally �4,11,12�.

To circumvent the need to measure wavefield phase infor-
mation, intensity-based DT reconstruction methods have
been developed �5,13–17� that utilize in-line holographic
measurement geometries. One such method, which we have
termed �18,19� intensity DT �I-DT�, has been proposed in
recent years by Gbur and Wolf �15,16�. Intensity DT circum-
vents the need to measure the forward scattered wavefield
phase by requiring two or more measurements of wavefield
intensity in different parallel detector planes that are perpen-
dicular to the direction of the probing wavefield. Each of
these intensity measurement represents an in-line Gabor ho-
logram �20�, in which information regarding the wavefield
phase is encoded as variations in the recorded intensity. From

knowledge of these intensity measurements acquired at a
collection of tomographic view angles, an estimate of the
object’s 3D complex-valued refractive index distribution can
be reconstructed. As with conventional DT, I-DT requires
that the object be weakly scattering in the sense that the
first-order Rytov approximation is valid �21�.

It should be noted that I-DT differs from classic sideband
holographic imaging methods �11,22� in two important re-
spects. First, the I-DT method does not involve the use of a
reference beam to illuminate the recorded hologram. Both
intensity measurements in I-DT correspond to wavefields
that illuminate the object. Second, I-DT permits direct recon-
struction of the refractive index distribution without an ex-
plicit intermediate step of recovering the wavefield phase. In
essence, the I-DT method recovers the required phase infor-
mation implicitly during the tomographic reconstruction pro-
cess.

In this paper, a reconstruction theory for off-axis holo-
graphic tomography with diffracting scalar wavefields is de-
veloped and investigated. By off-axis holographic tomogra-
phy, we refer to a generalized in-line I-DT method in which
two intensity measurements are acquired on a single fixed
detector plane behind the object. The first of these measure-
ments corresponds to an illuminating plane wave propagat-
ing in a direction perpendicular to the detector plane; this
measurement is the same as would be acquired in a conven-
tional in-line geometry. The second measurement, however,
is not a conventional in-line measurement and corresponds to
an illuminating plane wave propagating obliquely with re-
spect to this direction. Accordingly, in off-axis holographic
tomography, the direction of the incident plane wave repre-
sents the degree of freedom that is varied for acquisition of
the measurement data rather than the detector location as in
conventional in-line methods. By use of tomographic sym-
metries, we demonstrate mathematically that the intensity
measurements acquired in this geometry uniquely determine
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Fourier components of the scattering potential that are con-
veyed by propagating wave modes. Our analysis reveals that,
in the presence of data noise or other data inconsistencies,
certain spatial frequency components cannot be determined
accurately due to the effects of singularities in the recon-
struction formula. A reconstruction algorithm is derived for
obtaining an estimate of the scattering potential from its de-
termined Fourier components. A preliminary numerical in-
vestigation of the reconstruction algorithm is presented to
demonstrate its use and corroborate our theoretical asser-
tions.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the salient features of conventional I-DT reconstruction
theory that provide a basis for our analysis. In Sec. III, Fou-
rier space data symmetries are identified and utilized for the
development of a reconstruction formula for off-axis holo-
graphic tomography. The computer-simulation study is pre-
sented in Sec. IV, and a discussion and summary of the work
is provided in Sec. V.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we survey some results from conventional
I-DT reconstruction theory �15,16� that are necessary for the
development of our imaging theory. To facilitate the descrip-
tion of the tomographic scanning geometry, we will utilize a
rotated coordinate system r�= �xr ,y ,zr� that is shown in Fig.
1. The rotated system is related to the reference system r�
= �x ,y ,z� by xr=x cos �+z sin � and zr=−x sin �+z cos �,
where the angle � is measured from the positive x axis. As
described below, � will denote the tomographic view angle.
The unit vectors ŝ1,r, ŝ2, and ŝ0,r indicate the positive xr, y,
and zr axes, respectively. If needed, the � dependence of ŝ1,r
and ŝ0,r will be denoted as ŝ1,r��� and ŝ0,r���, respectively.

A. Review of plane-wave I-DT

Consider the I-DT scanning geometry illustrated in Fig. 2.
A monochromatic scalar plane wave

Uin�r�� = exp�ik� · r�� �1�

is incident on a weakly scattering object that occupies vol-
ume V. Here, i��−1, k� is the wave vector with magnitude k,

and a harmonic time-dependence exp�−i�t� is assumed. In
the rotated coordinate system, k� is expressed as k�
= �k sin �in ,0 ,k cos �in� where, as shown in Fig. 2, �in is
measured from the positive zr axis. Two measurements of the
transmitted wavefield intensity are recorded on the detector
planes zr=d and zr=d+�, where ��0. I-DT employing a
conventional in-line geometry �15,16� corresponds to the
special case where k� =kŝ0,r, i.e., �in=0, and the detector
planes are perpendicular to the direction of the illuminating
plane wave. Tomographic scanning is accomplished by si-
multaneously rotating the incident plane-wave source and
detector planes by an angle �� �0,2�� about the y axis. As
reviewed in Sec. II B, the resulting intensity measurements
permit reconstruction of an estimate of the scattering poten-
tial f�r�� that is defined by the object’s complex-valued re-
fractive index distribution n�r�� as

f�r�� �
k2

4�
�n2�r�� − 1� . �2�

It is physically reasonable to assume that f�r�� is a bounded
function with compact support. The equations that relate f�r��
to the measured intensity data in I-DT are presented below.

Behind the object, the transmitted wavefield can be ex-
pressed as

U�r�� = Uin�r��exp���r��� , �3�

where ��r�� is a complex phase function. Assuming that the
interaction of Uin�r�� with the object is described by coherent
scattering that is sufficiently weak �23�, ��r�� can be related
to the scattering potential f�r�� via the first-Rytov approxima-
tion �e.g., see Ref. �21�, chap. 13� as

��r�� =
1

Uin�r��
�

V

f�r���
exp�jk�r� − r����

�r� − r���
Uin�r��� dr��. �4�

Let ��xr ,y ,� ;�in ,zr� denote ��r�� evaluated on a plane of
constant zr at tomographic view angle �, corresponding to an
incident plane wave with orientation �in. The functions

FIG. 1. The rotated coordinate system used to describe the to-
mographic measurement geometry.

FIG. 2. In I-DT, a plane wave with incidence angle �in=� irra-
diates the object and the intensity of the forward scattered wavefield
is measured on two detector planes zr=d and zr=d+�, respectively.
Tomographic scanning is achieved by simultaneously rotating the
source and detector plane about the y axis.
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�̂�ur,v,�;�in,zr� =
1

�2��2 � �
R2

��xr,y,�;�in,zr�

�exp�− i�urxr + vy�� dxrdy �5�

and

F̂�K� � =
1

�2��3�
R3

f�r��exp�− iK� · r�� dr� �6�

will denote the two-dimensional �2D� and 3D Fourier trans-
form of ��xr ,y ,� ;�in ,zr� and f�r��, respectively. Note that the
frequency variables ur and v are the Fourier conjugates to the
detector plane coordinates xr and y, respectively. The vector

K� = �ur ,v ,	z� is the Fourier conjugate to r�= �xr ,y ,zr� and de-
scribes a point in 3D Fourier space by use of a rotated coor-
dinate system.

Under these conditions, the generalized Fourier diffrac-
tion projection �FDP� theorem indicates that �8�

�̂�ur,v,�;�in,zr� =
i�2��2eizr��k2−�ur + k sin �in�2−v2−k cos �in�

�k2 − �ur + k sin �in�2 − v2

�F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,�in�;�� , �7�

where

F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,�in�;��

� F̂„urŝ1,r��� + vŝ2 + ��ur,v,�in�ŝ0,r���… , �8�

and

��ur,v,�in� = �k2 − �ur + k sin �in�2 − v2 − k cos �in. �9�

For �ur+k sin �in�2+v2
k2, the points �	x ,	y ,	z�
= (ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�in�) define the surface of a hemisphere
�Ewald sphere� of radius k in Fourier space. Therefore, Eq.
�7� indicates that the 2D Fourier transform of the complex
phase function is linearly proportional to the 3D Fourier
transform of the scattering potential evaluated on a hemi-
sphere of radius k that is centered at �−k sin �in ,0 ,
−k cos �in� in the rotated coordinate system. This relation-
ship provides the basis for image reconstruction in DT �2,3�.

In I-DT, only the wavefield intensity I�xr ,y ,� ;�in ,zr�
��U�r���2 of the transmitted wavefield is assumed to be mea-
surable on a detector plane of constant zr. In this case, Eqn.
�7� cannot be employed directly for image reconstruction
because the complex phase ��r�� remains unknown. Consider
the intensity data function

DI�xr,y,�;�in,zr� � log I�xr,y,�;�in,zr� , �10�

whose 2D Fourier transform in the plane of constant zr is

denoted by D̂I�ur ,v ,� ;�in ,zr�. It can be shown readily �for
the �in=0 case, see Refs. �15,16�� that

D̂I�ur,v,�;�in,zr� = a+�ur,v;�in,zr�F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,�in�;��

+ a−�ur,v;�in,zr�F̂*�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,�in�;�� , �11�

where * denotes the conjugate of a complex-valued quantity,

a+�ur,v;�in,zr� =
i�2��2eizr��k2−�ur + k sin �in�2−v2−k cos �in�

�k2 − �ur + k sin �in�2 − v2
,

�12�

and

a−�ur,v;�in,zr� =
− i�2��2e−izr��k2−�ur − k sin �in�2−v2−k cos �in�

�k2 − �ur − k sin �in�2 − v2
.

�13�

Throughout this paper, it will be assumed that the spatial
frequencies ur and v satisfy

k2 � �ur ± k sin �in�2 + v2. �14�

The conditions in Eqs. �14� ensure that ��ur ,v ,�in� and
��−ur ,−v ,�in� are real valued, respectively, and therefore

the Fourier components F̂�¯� and F̂*�¯� in Eq. �11� corre-
spond to real-valued spatial frequencies. Physically, this re-
flects that we do not attempt to utilize information carried by
evanescent wave modes �6�, which in this paper is assumed
to be unavailable.

We will refer to Eq. �11� as the intensity Fourier diffrac-
tion projection �I-FDP� theorem. The I-FDP theorem relates
the 2D Fourier transform of the intensity data function to a
linear combination of two Fourier components of f�r�� that
reside on the offset Ewald hemisphere in planes of constant
±v, respectively. Because it is described by a single equation
involving two unknowns, the I-FDP theorem demonstrates
why, in general, Fourier components of f�r� cannot be recon-
structed from knowledge of DI�xr ,y ,� ;�in ,zr� acquired on a
single detector plane for a fixed illuminating angle �in.

B. Image reconstruction using multiple detector
planes

Conventional I-DT methods circumvent the difficulty
mentioned above by keeping the illuminating angle �in fixed
but acquiring an additional intensity measurement on a sec-
ond detector plane at each tomographic view angle. Accord-
ing to Eq. �11�, an intensity measurement acquired on a sec-
ond detector plane zr=d+�, ��0, satisfies

D̂I�ur,v,�;�in,zr + ��

= a+�ur,v;�in,zr + ��F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,�in�;��

+ a−�ur,v;�in,zr + ��F̂*�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,�in�;�� .

�15�

Equations �11� and �15� represent a system of two equations
with two unknowns whose solution yields �24�

F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,�in�;��

=
1

M2
	D̂I�ur,v,�;�in,zr� a−�ur,v;�in,zr�

D̂I�ur,v,�;�in,zr + �� a−�ur,v;�in,zr + ��
	 ,

�16�

where
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M2 = 	a+�ur,v;�in,zr� a−�ur,v;�in,zr�
a+�ur,v;�in,zr + �� a−�ur,v;�in,zr + ��

	 .

�17�

When �in=0, Eq. �16� reduces to the conventional plane-
wave I-DT reconstruction formula in Refs. �15,16�. From the

determined Fourier components F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�in� ;��, a
low-pass filtered estimate of the 3D scattering potential f�r��
can be reconstructed by use of well-studied DT reconstruc-
tion algorithms �8,25,26�.

III. OFF-AXIS HOLOGRAPHIC TOMOGRAPHY

In this section, the principles of I-DT are utilized for the
development of a reconstruction theory for off-axis holo-
graphic tomography with diffracting scalar wavefields. The
developed imaging method differs from I-DT in that it does
not employ a conventional in-line measurement geometry.
The direction of the incident plane wave represents the de-
gree of freedom that is exploited for acquisition of the mea-
surement data rather than the detector location as in tradi-
tional in-line methods.

A. Off-axis scanning geometry and data functions

Consider the scanning geometry illustrated in Fig. 3. At
each tomographic view angle �, two measurements of the
transmitted wavefield intensity are recorded on the detector
plane zr=d. The first of these measurements will correspond
to illumination angle �in

�1�=0, i.e., an illuminating plane wave
propagating in a direction that is perpendicular to the detec-
tor plane zr=d. This measurement is the same as would be
acquired on the first detector plane in an in-line geometry.
The second measurement corresponds to an illuminating
plane wave propagating obliquely with respect to this direc-
tion. This illumination angle is denoted by �in

�2� and satisfies
�in

�2��0 and �in
�2�� �−� /2 ,� /2�.We refer to such a measure-

ment geometry as an off-axis holographic geometry. The key
feature of this geometry is that the location of the detector
plane is fixed and the illuminating angle �in of the incident
plane wave represents the degree of freedom that is varied
for acquisition of the measurement data. Tomographic scan-
ning is accomplished by simultaneously rotating the incident
wavefield sources and detector plane through an angle �
� �0,2�� about the y axis. This measurement geometry is
not accommodated by existing I-DT reconstruction methods,
but may prove useful in certain practical imaging applica-
tions �5,27�. In the remainder of this paper, we develop a
novel theory for image reconstruction in off-axis holographic
tomography.

Because the location of the detector plane will remain
fixed at zr=d, the zr dependence of the equations presented in
Sec. II will be suppressed hereafter. According to Eq. �11�,
the measurements acquired by use of illuminating angles
�in

�1�=0 and �in
�2�=� are related to the scattering potential as

D̂I�ur,v,�;�in
�1� = 0� = a+�ur,v;0�F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,0�;��

+ a−�ur,v;0�F̂*�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,0�;�� , �18�

and

D̂I�ur,v,�;�in
�2� = �� = a+�ur,v;��F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;��

+ a−�ur,v;��F̂*�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,��;�� , �19�

where the spatial frequencies ur and v satisfy the conditions
given in Eq. �14�. Notice that these equations involve distinct
Fourier components of f�r��. Accordingly, Eqs. �18� and �19�
represent a system of two equations with four unknowns,
where the unknowns are the desired Fourier components and
their complex conjugates. Although it may appear that

knowledge of D̂I�ur ,v ,� ;�in
�1�=0� and D̂I�ur ,v ,� ;�in

�2�=�� is

not sufficient for determination of F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;��
and, hence, an estimate of f�r��, we will demonstrate that the
use of tomographic symmetries will indeed make this pos-
sible.

B. Fourier space symmetries

In the development of our image reconstruction theory, it
will prove useful to identify Fourier space symmetries that
relate the Fourier components that appear in Eqs. �18� and

�19�. The functions F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,0� ;�� and F̂�−ur ,−v ,��
−ur ,−v ,0� ;�� that appear in Eq. �18� describe Fourier com-
ponents that reside on different halves of a spherical surface
with radius k that is centered at �0,0 ,−k� in the rotated co-
ordinate system. This surface will be denoted as S0. The

functions F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;�� and F̂�−ur ,−v ,��−ur ,
−v ,�� ;�� that appear in Eq. �19� describe Fourier compo-
nents that reside on different halves of a spherical surface
with radius k that is centered at �−k sin � ,0 ,−k cos �� in the
rotated coordinate system. This surface will be denoted as
S�. A simple but useful observation is that by rotating one of
the surfaces about the v axis �the direction ŝ2�, S0 and S� can
be made to intersect at prescribed locations. Below, this ob-
servation is formulated mathematically.

FIG. 3. In the off-axis measurement geometry, a plane wave
with incidence angle �in=0 irradiates the object and the intensity of
the forward scattered wavefield is measured on the plane zr=d. The
measurement is repeated using a plane wave with incidence angle
�in=�, where ��0. Tomographic scanning is achieved by simul-
taneously rotating the source and the detector plane about the y
axis.
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Let K� A= (ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,��) and K� B= (−ur ,−v ,��−ur ,
−v ,��) denote the locations of the Fourier components

F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;�� and F̂�−ur ,−v ,��−ur ,−v ,�� ;��, re-
spectively. The locations of these components in planes of
constant ±v that intersect S� are denoted by points A and B
in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, respectively. In each of these figures,
the intersections of the surface S0 with the same planes of
constant ±v are displayed also. As shown in Fig. 4�a�, let

point C with location K� C= (u1 ,v ,��u1 ,v ,0�) denote a point
on S0 that is the same distance R1 from the v axis as is point
A that resides on S�. By use of elementary geometry, it can
be verified that the value of the coordinate u1 and radius R1
must satisfy

u1 = sgn�ur��R1
2 −

�R1
2 + v2�2

4k2 , �20�

where sgn�ur�=1 if ur�0 and sgn�ur�=−1 otherwise, and

R1
2 = ur

2 + ��k2 − �ur + k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos ��2. �21�

Because K� A and K� C describe points on a circle that is con-

centric with the v axis, K� A can be made to coincide with K� C
if S� is rotated by angle −�1 about this axis. The angle �1 is
given by

�1 = atan
 u1

�k2 − u1
2 − v2 − k

�
− atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur + k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� �22�

and is indicated in Fig. 4�a�. These observations establish the
Fourier space symmetries

F̂�u1,v,��u1,v,0�;�� = F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;� − �1� . �23�

In a similar way, let point G in Fig. 4�b� with location

K� G= (−u2 ,−v ,��−u2 ,−v ,0�) reside on S0 at the same dis-
tance R2 from the v axis as is point B that resides on S�. It
must be true that the value of the coordinate u2 and radius R2
satisfy

u2 = sgn�ur��R2
2 −

�R2
2 + v2�2

4k2 �24�

and

R2
2 = ur

2 + ��k2 − �ur − k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos ��2. �25�

Because K� B and K� G describe points on a circle that is con-

centric with the v axis, K� B can be made to coincide with K� G
if S� is rotated by angle −�4 about the v axis. It can be
verified that �4 is given by

�4 = − atan
 u2

�k2 − u2
2 − v2 − k

�
+ atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur − k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� �26�

and is indicated in Fig. 4�b�. We therefore obtain a second set
of Fourier symmetries given by

F̂�− u2,− v,��− u2,− v,0�;��

= F̂�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,��;� − �4� . �27�

Applying the same logical steps as described above, a
consideration of the relationship between points H and E in
Fig. 4�a� and between points D and P in Fig. 4�b� yields two
additional symmetry relations given by

F̂�u2,v,��u2,v,0�;�� = F̂�− ur,v,��− ur,v,��;� + �2�
�28�

and

F̂�− u1,− v,��− u1,− v,0�;�� = F̂�ur,− v,��ur,− v,��;� − �3� ,

�29�

where

FIG. 4. Illustration of the symmetry properties described in Sec.
III B. �a� The intersection of the semi-Ewald surfaces S0 and S�

with the plane of constant v. �b� The intersection of the semi-Ewald
surfaces S0 and S� with the plane of constant −v.
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�2 = − atan
 u2

�k2 − u2
2 − v2 − k

�
− atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur − k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� �30�

and

�3 = − atan
 u1

�k2 − u1
2 − v2 − k

�
− atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur + k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� . �31�

The symmetries described by Eqs. �23� and �27�–�29� will be
exploited in Sec. III C for the development of a tomographic
reconstruction formula.

C. Reconstruction formula

Below we derive a novel reconstruction formula for off-
axis holographic tomography. The general approach we
adopt is to utilize the Fourier symmetries identified in Sec.
III B, the rotational invariance of the problem, and Eqs. �18�
and �19�, to establish a linearly independent system of equa-
tions that can be solved to determine Fourier components of
f�r��.

Consider Eq. �18� evaluated at frequencies �u1 ,v�,

D̂I�u1,v,�;0� = a+�u1,v;0�F̂�u1,v,��u1,v,0�;��

+ a−�u1,v;0�F̂*�− u1,− v,��− u1,− v,0�;�� ,

�32�

and at frequencies �u2 ,v�,

D̂I�u2,v,�;0� = a+�u2,v;0�F̂�u2,v,��u2,v,0�;��

+ a−�u2,v;0�F̂*�− u2,− v,��− u2,− v,0�;�� .

�33�

By use of the symmetry relations given in Eqs. �23� and
�27�–�29�, Eqs. �32� and �33� can be re-expressed as

D̂I�u1,v,�;0� = a+�u1,v;0�F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;� − �1�

+ a−�u1,v;0�F̂*�ur,− v,��ur,− v,��;� − �3�
�34�

and

D̂I�u2,v,�;0� = a+�u2,v;0�F̂�− ur,v,��− ur,v,��;� + �2�

+ a−�u2,v;0�F̂*�− ur,− v,��− ur,− v,��;� − �4� . �35�

We will also consider Eq. �19� evaluated at frequencies
�−ur ,v�:

D̂I�− ur,v,�;�� = a+�− ur,v;��F̂�− ur,v,��− ur,v,��;��

+ a−�− ur,v;��F̂*�ur,− v,��ur,− v,��;�� . �36�

Equations �19� and �34�–�36� form a system of four equa-
tions with eight unknowns. The unknowns represent the
sought after Fourier components of f�r�� and their complex
conjugates. We will now utilize these equations and the ro-
tational invariance of the problem to establish a linearly in-
dependent 4�4 system that can be solved uniquely.

Because D̂I�ur ,v ,� ;0� and D̂I�ur ,v ,� ;�� are 2�-periodic
functions of �, they can be expressed by their Fourier series
as

D̂I�ur,v,�;0� = �
n=−�

�

D0,n�ur,v�exp�in�� �37�

and

D̂I�ur,v,�;�� = �
n=−�

�

D�,n�ur,v�exp�in�� , �38�

where

D0,n�ur,v� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

D̂I�ur,v,�;0�exp�− in�� d� �39�

and

D�,n�ur,v� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

D̂I�ur,v,�;��exp�− in�� d� . �40�

By use of Eqs. �39� and �40�, one finds readily from Eqs.
�19� and �34�–�36� that

D0,n�u1,v� = a+�u1,v;0�F̂n�ur,v�exp�− in�1�

+ a−�u1,v;0�F̂−n
* �ur,− v�exp�− in�3� , �41�

D0,n�u2,v� = a+�u2,v;0�F̂n�− ur,v�exp�in�2� + a−�u2,v;0�

�F̂−n
* �− ur,− v�exp�− in�4� , �42�

D�,n�ur,v� = a+�ur,v;��F̂n�ur,v� + a−�ur,v;��F̂−n
* �− ur,− v� ,

�43�

and

D�,n�− ur,v� = a+�− ur,v;��F̂n�− ur,v� + a−�− ur,v;��

�F̂−n
* �ur,− v� . �44�
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The quantity

F̂n�ur,v� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;��exp�− in�� d�

�45�

describes the Fourier series expansion coefficients of

F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;��, which is a 2�-periodic function of �.
Equations �41�–�44� represent a linearly independent sys-

tem of four equations with four unknowns, where the un-
knowns represent the expansion coefficients �and their con-
jugates� of the desired Fourier components of f�r��. The
solution of this system yields

F̂n�ur,v� =
1

M
D0,n�u1,v� 0 a−�u1,v;0�e−in�3 0

D0,n�u2,v� a+�u2,v;0�ein�2 0 a−�u2,v;0�e−in�4

D�,n�ur,v� 0 0 a−�ur,v;��
D�,n�− ur,v� a+�− ur,v;�� a−�− ur,v;�� 0

 , �46�

where

M = 
a+�u1,v;0�e−in�1 0 a−�u1,v;0�e−in�3 0

0 a+�u2,v;0�ein�2 0 a−�u2,v;0�e−in�4

a+�ur,v;�� 0 0 a−�ur,v;��
0 a+�− ur,v;�� a−�− ur,v;�� 0

 , �47�

and the spatial frequencies ur and v satisfy the conditions
given in Eqs. �14�.

Equation �46�, which is the key result of this paper, per-

mits determination of the Fourier data F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;��
as

F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;�� = �
n=−�

�

F̂n�ur,v�exp�in�� . �48�

From knowledge of F̂�ur ,v ,��ur ,v ,�� ;��, an estimate of
f�r�� can be reconstructed by use of a DT reconstruction al-
gorithm �8�. In the appendix, we develop a novel DT recon-
struction algorithm �28,29� that will be employed in our nu-
merical studies.

D. Features of the reconstruction formula

For a given illumination angle �in
�2�=�, the determinant M

defined in Eq. �47� can take on zero values at certain fre-
quencies �ur ,v�. Consequently, the expression for the expan-

sion coefficients F̂n�ur ,v� contains isolated poles at these fre-
quencies. Although this poses no mathematical difficulties,
as discussed in Sec. IV, an explicit consideration of the poles
must be taken when implementing the formula numerically.

The values of F̂n�ur ,v� corresponding to �ur ,v� near a singu-
larity can be significantly corrupted due to amplification of
noise and other inconsistencies in the measurement data. The
locations of the poles in Eq. �46� depend, in a nontrivial way,
on the value of the wave number k and second illumination
angle �in

�2�=�. �Recall that, as described in Sec. III A, the
illumination angle for the first measurement is fixed at �in

�1�

=0.� It can be verified readily that one such pole in Eq. �46�
exists at ur=v=0. This indicates that, as in I-DT using a
conventional in-line geometry �15,16�, it can be difficult to
reconstruct accurately certain low-frequency components of
f�r�� from noisy measurement data. In practice, regularization
methods should be employed to mitigate the effects of poles
in the reconstruction formula. A numerical demonstration of
this is provided in Sec. IV.

The value of the illumination angle �in
�2� also determines

the achievable spatial resolution of the imaging method. As
mentioned previously, in this work, we assume that evanes-
cent wave modes do not contribute significantly to the mea-
surement data. In practice, this will be the case unless the
detector plane is placed sufficiently close �30� to the object.

FIG. 5. The shaded region denotes the collection of spatial fre-
quencies �ur ,v� that satisfy k2� �ur±k sin ��2+v2. See Sec. III D
for a complete description.
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With consideration of propagating wave modes only, the spa-
tial frequencies �ur ,v� in Eq. �46� are restricted to satisfy the
conditions in Eq. �14�. These conditions, shown graphically
in Fig. 5, require that �ur ,v� specify locations that reside
within the intersection of two circles of radius k with centers
ur= ±k sin �in

�2� in the ur-v plane, where �in
�2�� �−� /2 ,� /2�

and �in
�2��0. The area of overlap of these circles monotoni-

cally increases as �in
�2� decreases; this indicates that more

spatial frequencies of f�r�� can be determined as �in
�2� de-

creases. However, the reconstruction formula in Eq. �46� be-
comes singular as �in

�2�→0, and therefore, use of a suffi-
ciently small illuminating angle �in

�2� will cause instabilities
in the numerical reconstructions. This indicates a tradeoff
between spatial resolution and stability. It should be noted
that due to other poles in Eq. �46� away from the origin, the
global nature of this tradeoff is not transparent.

E. Alternative symmetries and reconstruction formulae

Alternative Fourier space symmetries to the ones pre-
sented in Sec. III B can be identified. For example, it can be
verified that

F̂�u1�,v,��u1�,v,0�;�� = F̂�ur,v,��ur,v,��;� − �1�� , �49�

F̂*�− u1�,− v,��− u1�,− v,0�;��

= F̂*�ur,− v,��ur,− v,��;� − �3�� , �50�

where

u1� = sgn�− ur��R1
2 −

�R1
2 + v2�2

4k2 , �51�

�1� = − atan
 u1�

�k2 − u1�
2 − v2 − k

�
− atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur + k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� , �52�

and

�3� = atan
 u1�

�k2 − u1�
2 − v2 − k

�
− atan
 ur

�k2 − �ur + k sin ��2 − v2 − k cos �
� . �53�

By use of these symmetries, following the same general pro-
cedure as described in Sec. III C, one can derive an alterna-
tive reconstruction formula that is mathematically equivalent
to Eq. �46�. However, the locations of its singularities and,
hence, the numerical properties of the resulting reconstruc-
tion algorithm will differ. In fact, it may be possible to iden-
tify several other Fourier space symmetry properties that can
be utilized for the development of a class of reconstruction
formulae. We leave the development and exploration of these
alternative reconstruction formulae as topics for future inves-
tigation.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Computer-simulation studies were conducted to validate
and demonstrate the reconstruction method described in Sec.
III. Although the reconstruction theory can accommodate 3D
objects, in this preliminary numerical study, a 2D object is
assumed.

A. Phantom and simulation data

The 2D mathematical phantom shown in Fig. 7 was taken
to represent the complex-valued refractive index distribution
of the object. Horizontal profiles through the phantom are
superimposed on the reconstructed profiles that are described
later. The length of the long and the short axes of the largest
ellipse �i.e., the background structure� was 0.9 mm and
0.7 mm, respectively. Our simulations assumed that we em-
ployed the 2D off-axis holographic scanning geometry de-
picted in Fig. 6. A plane wave with wavelength =0.5
�10−5 m illuminates the object at incident angles �in

�1�=0
and �in

�2�=−� /8. In each case, the intensity of the transmitted
wavefield is measured on a detector array located at distance
4 mm behind from the scatterer. The detector array has a
length of 1.024 cm and contains 1024 elements �therefore,
the detector sampling interval is �xr=1�10−5 m�.

The intensity data I�xr ,� ;0� and I�xr ,� ;−� /8� were cal-
culated by use of Eqs. �18� and �19�, respectively, along with
Eq. �10�. Here and elsewhere, the v and y dependencies of
the equations were omitted. Because the phantom was com-
posed of ellipses, the necessary Fourier data that appear in
Eqs. �18� and �19� was calculated analytically. Generation of
the simulation data in this way presumes the validity of the
first-Rytov weak scattering condition. The deleterious effects
of strong scattering are not addressed by the reconstruction
theory, which is predicated upon weak scattering conditions.
I�xr ,� ;0� and I�xr ,� ;−� /8� were calculated at 360 tomogra-
phic view angles � that were evenly sampled over �0,2��.

FIG. 6. The 2D scanning geometry utilized in the computer-
simulation studies.
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To model the effects of measurement noise and other data
inconsistencies, the intensity data were treated as realizations
of an uncorrelated Gaussian random process with mean �
and standard deviation �. In our simulation, �=��xr ,�� was
set equal to the noiseless value of the wavefield intensity and
� was chosen to satisfy � /�=0.1% and 0.2%.

B. Reconstruction procedure

The intensity data functions DI�xr ,� ;�in
�1�=0� and

DI�xr ,� ;�in
�2�=−� /8� were computed from the simulated

noiseless and noisy intensity data by use of Eq. �10�. The
one-dimensional �1D� fast Fourier transform �FFT� algo-
rithm was applied subsequently for computation of

D̂I�ur ,� ;0� and D̂I�ur ,� ;−� /8� at uniformly spaced values
of ur. To compute the nonuniformly spaced Fourier data

D̂I�u1 ,� ;0� and D̂I�u2 ,� ;0�, a 1D interpolation was utilized.
Prior to the interpolation, the sampling density of the uni-

formly sampled Fourier data D̂I�ur ,� ;0� was increased by a
factor of 16 by use of zero-padding interpolation �31�. The
expansion coefficients D0,n�u1�, D0,n�u2�, D0,��ur�, and
D0,��−ur� were computed by applying the FFT algorithm to
the sampled angular coordinate � of the data functions

D̂I�u1 ,� ;0�, D̂I�u2 ,� ;0�, D̂I�ur ,� ;−� /8�, and D̂I�−ur ,� ;
−� /8�, respectively. From knowledge of these quantities, Eq.

�46� was utilized to determine F̂n�ur� at frequencies ur that
satisfied

k2 � �ur ± k sin �in
�2��2, �54�

where �in
�2�=−� /8. For reconstruction from the noisy data

sets, a simple thresholding strategy was employed to mitigate
the effects of the singularities in Eq. �46�. Specifically, Eq.

�46� was employed to determine F̂n�ur� only for frequencies
that satisfied M ��, where � was a preset threshold value. In
this work, the value of � was set at 0.0025. For frequencies
that did not satisfy this condition, i.e., at or near the locations

of singularities in Eq. �46�, the value of F̂n�ur� was set to

zero. Finally, F̂�ur ,��ur ,�in
�2�� ;�� was calculated by use of

Eq. �48� and an estimate of f�r�� was obtained by use of the
DT reconstruction algorithm derived in the appendix. The
complex-valued refractive index distribution n�r�� was deter-
mined from f�r�� by use of Eq. �2�. The matrix size of the
reconstructed images was 120�120 pixels.

C. Reconstructed images

Figure 8 displays images of n�r�� reconstructed from the
noiseless simulation data. The real and imaginary compo-
nents are contained in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, respectively. Pro-
files through the central rows of Figs. 8�a� and 8�b� are rep-
resented by the dashed lines in Fig. 9�a� and 9�b�,
respectively. In both figures, the profiles corresponding to the
true object are represented by a solid line. These results con-
firm that our reconstruction method can reconstruct accurate
estimates of n�r�� �or, equivalently, f�r��� from consistent mea-
surement data.

Figures 10 and 12 contain images of n�r�� reconstructed
from the noisy simulation data corresponding to noise levels
� /�=0.1% and � /�=0.2%, respectively. In each case, the
real and imaginary components are displayed in subfigures
�a� and �b�, respectively. Profiles through the central rows of
Figs. 10�a� and 10�b� are represented by the dashed lines in
the corresponding plots in Fig. 11. Similarly, the profiles
through the central rows of Figs. 12�a� and 12�b� are repre-
sented by the dashed lines in the corresponding plots in Fig.
13. In both cases, the profiles corresponding to the true ob-
ject are displayed as solid lines. These results confirm that it
is possible to reconstruct reasonable images from noise-
contaminated measurement data. For the noise level consid-
ered, it was found that the regularization method based on a

FIG. 7. A 2D mathematical phantom that is used in the simula-
tion studies. �a� and �b� display the real and imaginary components
of the phantom, respectively.

FIG. 8. Images of �a� Re�n�r���−1 and �b� Im�n�r��� reconstructed
from the noiseless simulation data.
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simple thresholding of the Fourier expansion coefficients
was effective enough to avoid a large noise amplification in
the reconstructed images �see Fig. 12�. For higher noise lev-
els, more sophisticated regularization methods �32,33� may
be warranted.

V. SUMMARY

Diffraction tomography is a well-studied imaging method
that permits reconstruction of the 3D complex-valued refrac-

tive index distribution of weakly scattering objects. The suc-
cess of DT imaging in optical applications has been limited
because it requires explicit knowledge of the phase of the
transmitted wavefields, which can pose well-known experi-
mental difficulties. A theory of intensity DT has been pro-
posed that circumvents the phase-retrieval problem by re-
placing explicit phase measurements on a single detector
plane by intensity measurements on two or more different
parallel planes. Each of these intensity measurements repre-

FIG. 9. �a� Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�a� and
8�a� are represented by solid and dashed curves, respectively. �b�
Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�b� and 8�b� are repre-
sented by solid and dashed curves, respectively.

FIG. 10. Images of �a� Re�n�r���−1 and �b� Im�n�r��� recon-
structed from the noisy simulation data with noise level 0.1%.

FIG. 11. �a� Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�a� and
10�a� are represented by solid and dashed curves, respectively. �b�
Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�b� and 10�b� are repre-
sented by solid and dashed curves, respectively.

FIG. 12. Images of �a� Re�n�r���−1 and �b� Im�n�r��� recon-
structed from the noisy simulation data with noise level 0.2%.
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sents an in-line hologram, in which information regarding
the wavefield phase is encoded as variations in the recorded
intensity. From knowledge of these intensity measurements
acquired at a collection of tomographic view angles, an esti-
mate of the object’s 3D complex-valued refractive index dis-
tribution can be reconstructed.

In this work, a reconstruction theory for off-axis holo-
graphic tomography with diffracting scalar wavefields was
developed and investigated. Off-axis holographic tomogra-
phy is a generalized in-line I-DT method, but differs from
conventional I-DT in that two intensity measurements are
acquired on a single fixed detector plane behind the object.
The first of these measurements corresponds to an illuminat-
ing plane wave propagating in a direction that is perpendicu-
lar to the detector plane. This measurement is the same as
would be acquired in a conventional in-line I-DT geometry.
However, the second measurement corresponds to an illumi-
nating plane wave propagating obliquely with respect to this
direction. Accordingly, in off-axis holographic tomography,
the direction of the incident plane wave represents the degree
of freedom that is varied for acquisition of the measurement
data rather than the detector location as in conventional in-
line methods. This measurement strategy may have signifi-
cant benefits in a wide range of imaging studies �5,27,34,35�.
For example, because at each tomographic view angle the
detector location remains fixed, there is no need to spatially
register two intensity measurements as is required by con-
ventional in-line methods. An assessment of the practical ad-
vantages of the off-axis measurement geometry for specific
applications remains an interesting topic for future investiga-
tion.

Our method differs from classic sideband holographic ap-
proaches �11,22� in that it does not involve the use of an

unperturbed reference beam to illuminate the recorded holo-
gram. Both intensity measurements at each tomographic
view angle correspond to wavefields that illuminate the ob-
ject. Additionally, it permits direct reconstruction of the re-
fractive index distribution without an explicit intermediate
step of recovering the wavefield phase. Unlike phase-
retrieval methods based on the transport of intensity equation
�12,36�, our reconstruction method is I-DT based and, there-
fore, does not require a paraxial assumption to describe the
transmitted wavefield.

The derivations of the tomographic reconstruction formu-
lae were facilitated by exploiting certain Fourier space sym-
metries, which are a consequence of the wave propagation
physics and the rotational invariance of the tomographic im-
aging model. A similar solution strategy was employed in
our recent study of spherical wave I-DT �37�. The choice of
the illuminating angle of the probing plane wave was found
to affect the inherent stability and resolution properties of the
reconstruction method. A preliminary computer-simulation
study was conducted to validate the method. A comprehen-
sive investigation of the numerical and statistical properties
of the reconstruction method is an important topic for future
study.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we derive a novel 2D DT reconstruction
algorithm that was employed in our numerical simulations.

FIG. 13. �a� Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�a� and
12�a� are represented by solid and dashed curves, respectively. �b�
Profiles through the central rows of Figs. 7�b� and 12�b� are repre-
sented by solid and dashed curves, respectively.

FIG. 14. �a� Fourier data evaluated on unevenly sampled semi-
arcs. �b� Fourier data evaluated on a uniform polar grid.
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The extension to the full 3D case follows readily. Mathemati-
cally, an estimate of f�r�� can be obtained from the deter-

mined F̂�ur ,��ur ,�� ;�� via an inverse Fourier transforma-
tion. The algorithm described below can perform this
reconstruction from knowledge of the nonuniformly spaced

samples of F̂�ur ,��ur ,�� ;�� that are determined in practice.
The basic idea is to convert the collection of nonuniformly
sampled Fourier data residing on semicircles to a collection
of samples that reside on a uniform polar grid. Subsequently,
the filtered backprojection �FBP� algorithm �31� of conven-
tional x-ray computerized tomography �CT� can be em-
ployed for efficient and robust image reconstruction. This
solution strategy, which was first proposed by Pan �28�, has
proven effective in related DT reconstruction problems
�29,38�.

Let F̂�	a ;�� denote the 2D Fourier transform of f�r�� ex-
pressed in polar coordinates that is defined as

F̂�	a;�� = �
−�

� �
−�

�

f�x,y�e−i	a�x cos �+y sin ��dxdy . �A1�

Consider F̂�ur ,��ur ,�� ;�� evaluated at the frequencies 	1

and 	2, respectively, where

	1 =
	a��4k2 − 	a

2 cos � − 	a sin ��
2k

�A2�

and

	2 =
− 	a��4k2 − 	a

2 cos � + 	a sin ��
2k

. �A3�

It can be verified that

F̂�	a;�� = F̂�	1,��	1,��;� + �1�� �A4�

and

F̂�	a;�� = F̂�	2,��	2,��;� + �2�� , �A5�

where

�1� = − atan
�k2 − �	1 + k sin ��2 − k cos �

	1
� �A6�

and

�2� = � + atan
�k2 − �	2 + k sin ��2 − k cos �

	2
� . �A7�

For simplicity, we only consider frequencies 	a that simulta-
neously satisfy k2� �	1+k sin ��2 and k2� �	2+k sin ��2.

Because F̂�ur ,��ur ,�� ;�� and F̂�	a ;�� are 2�-periodic
functions of �, they can be expressed by their Fourier series
as

F̂�ur,��ur,��;�� = �
n=−�

�

F̂n�ur�ein� �A8�

and

F̂�	a;�� = �
n=−�

�

P̂n�	a�ein�, �A9�

where

F̂n�ur� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

F̂�ur,��ur,��;��e−in�d� �A10�

and

P̂n�	a� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

F̂�	a;��e−in�d� . �A11�

Substitution from Eqs. �A8� and �A9� into Eqs. �A4� and

�A5� yields two estimations of P̂n�	a�, namely,

P̂n�	a� = F̂n�u1�ein�1� �A12�

and

P̂n�	a� = F̂n�u2�ein�2�. �A13�

One can introduce a combination coefficient � to combine
these two estimations �28,38� as

P̂n�	a� = �F̂n�u1�ein�1� + �1 − ��F̂n�u2�ein�2�. �A14�

In our simulations, the value �= 1
2 was employed. Equations

�A14� and �A9� permit determination of the Fourier data

F̂�	a ;�� residing on a uniform polar grid. The final recon-
struction of f�r�� can be obtained subsequently by application
of the FBP algorithm.
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